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In this paper, we give interpretations of the Jacobian condition (invertibihty of 
the Jacobian matrix) in terms of derivations. Using these and a theorem of 
Vasconcelos, we are able to give a rigorous proof of a theorem in the folklore of the 
Jacobian problem (Theorem 8). As a result, the Jacobian problem can be refor- 
mulated in numerous ways [9, Theorem 461 and generalized [9, Generalized 
Jacobian Problem 481. 
Throughout rings and algebras are commutative with identity and ring 
homomorphisms take the identity to the identity. In what follows k is always 
a ring, R, S, T, and U algebras over k. For a ring B, B* denotes the group of 
units of B and GL,(B) denotes the group of n x n invertible matrices over B. 
For a k-algebra A and an A-module M, a mapping of A into M is -a k- 
derivation if it is k-linear and satisfies the product rule. The set of all such 
derivations may be given an obvious A-module structure and will be denoted 
by Der,(A, M). In the first three theorems and their corollaries, we show that 
if A c B are either (1) two polynomial rings, or (2) two formal power series 
rings, or (3) one polynomial ring and one formal power series ring, over a 
ring k, then right-invertibility (resp. invertibility) of the Jacobian matrix 
means extendibility (resp. unique extendibility) of k-derivations of A into 
itself to k-derivations of B into itself. In Theorem 7, the difference between 
the Jacobian condition and a more relaxed condition is interpreted in terms 
of derivations. In Theorem 8, we show that the Jacobian problem has a 
positive answer if and only if the ring extension is integral. 
THEOREM 1. Let k be a ring and let R = k[ Y, ,..., Y,,] E S = k[X, ,..., X,] 
be two polynomial rings over k. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) Every k-derivation D of R into itself extends uniquely to a k- 
derivation of S into itseg 
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(2) Every k-derivation D of R into ~t~e~exte~ 
into itself. 
(3) Each Di = a/aY, extends uniquely to a k-de~iv~t~o~ of S into itsev 
for i =, 1 ‘I...) n. 
(4) Each Di = 2/2Yi extends to a k-~e~~vat~o~ of S into i?seF for 
i= 6 )...) n: 
(5) The Jacobian matrix J = (aYi/~Xj)~~~:::::~ E 
equivalently the Jacobian determinant 2(Y, ,.-., Y,,)/&X, ,~mef X,) 
Proof. Clearly any k-derivation d of into an 
~om~ieteiy determined by its effect on Yr,..., ; indeed, d 
d(-) = C:= I D,(-) d( Y,.). In particular, for M= R, this equaiity will be 
ferred to as the chain rule for polynomial rings erk( is a free 
module on the basis D:,..., D, [3, Chap. I 3 . : sition 8, 
p. 43 ]. Similar things can be said about S. 
(1) =S (2) * (4) and (1) =S (3) 3 (4) are trivial. 
(4) S- (5). For each i, let 6, be an extension sf 14, to S. Then, for eat 
i, j = 1,..., n, 
6, = a,(q) = g gf 
r 
taking the chain rule for polynomial rings into account, where 6, is the 
onecker delta. As a result, J is invertible. 
(5) * (2). Let D E Der,(R, R). Define a E Der,(S, S) by 
iaflax, ,..-9 2f/2X,,] J-‘[II(Y,), D(Y,)]’ fosf E S, where the s~~ersc~i~~ T 
denotes transpose and JJ-’ = the n x n identity matrix. It is then easily 
verified that a( Yi) = D( Yi) for all i. Hence D extends 
(5) + (2) * (1). Let D be an extension of D to S y the chain rule for 
lynomial rings, we have [o(Y,),..., D(Y,)]’ 
ertible, it follows that [a(X,),..., 
Rern~~ks~ (i) Let f= C&ii,..~,in,X’,l ... X$ E k[X1,...,X,] with 
4il,...,i,) E k. Then fE (k[X,,...,X,])* + A,,,,,,,,, E k” and all other 
hi,,...,i,: are nilpotent [2, Chap. 1, Exercise 3, p. 11 j. 
(ii) If S = k[X, ,...) X,] is a polynomial ring over k and Y1 91..9 Ya E 
then the algebraic independence of Y, ,*.,, Y,, over k is a consequence of t 
Jacobian condition (5) of Theorem 1 [4, Chap. III, Sect. 4.4, 
p. 2191. 
The proof of Theorem 1 really shows the following. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let k be a ring and let R = k[Y,,..., Y,,,] E S = 
k[X, ,..., X,] be two polynomial rings over k. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) Every k-derivation D of R into itseuextends to a k-derivation of S 
into itsel$ 
(2) Each Di = alaY, extends to a k-derivation of S into itself for 
i = I,..., m. 
(3) The Jacobian matrix (aY,l%,)jI:;::::~ has a right-inverse 
over S. I 
THEOREM 3. Let k be a ring and let T = k[ [ Y, ,..., Y,]] E U = 
k[ [X, ,..., X,]] be two formal power series rings over k (where Y,,..., Y,, E U 
have no constant terms). Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds with U and 
T in place of S and R, respectively. 
ProojI Any k-derivation d of T into T is completely determined by its 
effect on Y, ,..., Y,; indeed, d can be written as d(-) = C:= 1 D,(-) d(Y,.) 
(this will be referred to as the chain rule for formal power series rings) and 
hence Der,(T, T) is a free T-module on the basis D1,..., D, [3, Chap. IV, 
Sect. 5.8, Proposition 7 and its proof, p. 621. Similar things can be said about 
u. 
The rest of the proof goes like that of Theorem 1 except that the chain rule 
for formal power series rings is used instead. Moreover, [3, Chap. IV, 
Sect. 5.8, Proposition 6, p. 6 l] will be needed in the proof of (5) * (2). 1 
Remarks. (i) Let f = C&, ,..., i,j X9 ... Xk E k[ [Xi ,..., X,]] with 
1 (i,,...,i,) E k. Then f E (k[[X,,..., x,11>* *&,...,o) E k” ]3, Chap. IV, 
Sect. 5.6, Proposition 4, p. 591. 
(ii) If U=k[[X,,...,X,]] is a formal power series ring over k and 
Y I ,..., Y,, E U have no constant terms, then the analytical independence of 
Y i,..., Y, over k is a consequence of condition (5) of Theorem 3 [4, 
Chap. III, Sect. 4.4, Proposition 5, p. 2191. 
The proof of Theorem 3 really shows the following. 
COROLLARY 4. Let k be a ring and let T=k[[Y,,..., Y,]] E U= 
k[ [Xl ,..., X,,]] be two formal power series rings over k (where Y, ,..., Y, E U 
have no constant terms). Then the conclusion of Corollary 2 holds with U 
and T in place of S and R, respectively. 1 
The previous theorems and corollaries can be easily extended to 
THEOREM 5. Let k be a ring and let S = k[X, ,..., X,,] c T= 
k[ [Y, ,...> Y,,] ] be a polynomial ring and a formal power series ring, respec- 
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tively, over k. Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds wik 
respectively. 
Remark. If T=k[[Y,,..., Y,]] is a formal power series ring over k an 
x 1 ?...) X, E r, then the algebraic independence of XI ,.*.) X, over k is a conse- 
quence of condition (5) of Theorem 5 [4, Chap. III, Sect. 4.4, proposition 5, 
p. 2191. 
CORQLLARY 6. Let k be a ring and Eet S = k[X,,...,X,] c T= 
kj [Y, ,***9 Ym]] be a polynomial ring and a formal power series ring, respec- 
tively, over k. Then the conclusion of Corollary 2 holds with 
T, S, Ei=~, n w L) 
i=i,..,,n 
alzd 
I iayj j=l,.,.,m 
in place of 
respectively. 
Now let S = k[X,,..., Xn] be a polynomial ring over k and let 
Y r ,..., Y, E S have no constant terms. Consider the following two conditions: 
(a> w, ,a.., y,>/qx, ,..., X,) is a polynomial whose constant term is a 
unit in k and whose higher degree terms all have ~il~ote~t coefkients. 
CL4 w, >..., Y,)/8X, 3.1.) X,) is a polynomial whose constant term is a 
unit in k and some of whose higher degree terms have bob-nil~ete~t coef- 
ficients. 
Condition (a) is equivalent to the Jacobian condition. In further analyzing 
the Jacobian condition, it is interesting to ask: hat is the difference 
between these two conditions? To answer this question, let U = k( [X, ,..., X, ] ] 
be the formal power series ring in the indeterminates X, 7,..9 ;lm over k, and let 
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R = k[ Y, ,..., Y,] be the subring of S generated by k and Y, ,..., Y,. By [4, 
Chap. III, Sect. 4.4, Proposition 5, p. 2191 and Resolution of equations in a 
formal power series ring [3, Chap. IV, Sect. 5.9, Proposition 10, p. 641, either 
condition (a) or condition @) implies that Yi,..., Y, are analytically 
independent (a fortiori, algebraically independent) over k, and we are in the 
following situation: 
W’, ,...> y,lEk[X,,...,X,]~k[[Y ,,..., Yn]]=k[[X1 ,..., x,]], 
II II II II 
R s T u 
where R and S are polynomial rings and T and U are formal power series 
rings. The n “basic” derivations Di = a/aY,: R + R can readily be extended 
to Lji: T-+ T and then restricted to Bi: S + T. The next theorem shows that 
condition (a) means precisely that each di maps S into itself, while (‘j?) 
means precisely the contrary. 
THEOREM 7. Keep the previous notation (so that R G S c T = U) and 
assume that J = (aYi/aXj)~~:::::;:: E GL,(U). Let Bi = alaY,: T-+ T be the 
unique extension of Di = a/aY,: R + R for i = I,..., n. Then 
(i) J E GL,(S) o fii(S) g S for all i = l,..., II. 
(ii) J @? GL,(S) * a,(S) $ S for some i, 1 < i < n. 
ProoJ: (i) + : By Theorem 1, each Di has a (unique) extension oi to S. 
By Theorem 5, each oi has a (unique) extension Di to T. Hence Di = fii by 
[3, Chap. IV, Sect. 5.8, Proposition 6, p. 611. Thus di(S) c S for all i. 
= : If ai c S for all i, then each Di is extendible to S and hence 
J E GL,(S) by Theorem 1. 
(ii) follows from (i). I 
The following is a long-standing unsolved problem in algebraic geometry, 
known as the Jacobian problem (or “High-School Implicit Function 
Theorem” by Abhyankar in [ 1, 26. Personal experience 4, p. 4221): Let S = 
k[X, ,...> X,] be a polynomial ring over a field k of characteristic zero. Let 
Y 1 ,***7 Y,, E S and let R = k[Y, ,..., Y,] be the subring of S generated by k 
and Y Y,. 1 ,--*, Assume that the Jacobian determinant 
w, ,..., YJW, ,**-, X,) is a non-zero constant. The Jacobian problem asks 
if R = S. The problem was raised by Keller in 1939 for the case k = the 
complex number field 6. Since then, a number of false proofs have been 
given as pointed out by Abhyankar, Moh, Nagata, Rosenlicht, and Vitushkin 
et al. (see, e.g., [8]). In 1973, Campbell showed that, for k = 6, R = S if and 
only if C(Xi,.,., X,) is a Galois extension of C(Y, ,..., Y,) by using the theory 
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of several complex variables [5, Theorem, p- 2441. ( 
by Campbell that he later discovered a purely algebr proof of the theore 
by using Zariski’s Main Theorem [6].) In addition, there is another 
m” in the folklore which says that R = S if and only if S is integral 
Since this “theorem,” to the best of our knowledge, cannot be found 
in the literature except for the case k = C which is mentioned without proof 
of p- 2441, we intend to give a rigorous and purely algebraic proof 
oreover, our proof is valid for any integral domain k co~ta~~i~~ Q 
not just 6. 
THEOREM 8. Let k be an integral domain ~o~tai~~~g the ~~t~~~a~ %~~~@~ 
Jield Q and let S = k[X,,..., Xn] be a ~0~~~~~~~~ ring over k. Ler 
Y I : ,..~? Y, E S and let R = k[ Y, ,...) Y,] be the subring of S generate 
and Y, ,..s3 Yn. Assume that the Jacobian 
l,...,Xn) is a unit of k. Then = S if and only ijf S is 
keep the previous notati . Since one direction is easy. 
that if S is integral over then R = S. Clearly we may 
assume that Y, ,..., Yn have no constant terms. Then S = k[X, I...3 Xnj G T= 
k[ (Y1, . . . . Yn]], i.e., Xi,..., X, are formal power series in Y!,..,, Yfl with coef- 
ficients in k. To say R = S is the same as saying X, ),~., X, are ~oly~orn~~~s 
in Y, ,...9 H*, . Since k 2 Q a formal power series f E T = kj [ Y, Pi.., Y,]] is ZI 
f and only if for each i, there is an m ~de~e~d~~g onf) such th 
Bn other words, we have to show that the tii: S -+ 
(Theorem 7) are locally finite in the sense tha 
~depend~~g on f). From the proof of Theorem 7, 
bi: S 4 S is the unique extension of Di = 8jaYi: 
guaranteed by Theorem 1. Now the desired resu from Vasconcelos’ 
theorem: If Q 5 A c B are integral domains sue 
and D is a locally finite derivation of A that is e 
extension is again locally finite [7, Theorem 2.2 
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